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1. Introduction

Self-assembly is a powerful tool to create novel materials with emergent or amplified properties. Discotic liquid crystals are one such self-assembled system. This relatively new class of liquid crystalline compounds, discovered in 1977 by Chandrasekar and co-workers, is composed of arrayed, one-dimensional columns formed through self-assembly. The constituent stacks have been likened to molecular-scale wires because the interior of the column consists of cofacially stacked π faces while its exterior is surrounded by an insulating, hydrocarbon wrapper. This arrangement of the aromatic cores has endowed these liquid crystalline phases with useful electronic and optic properties.

For traditional discotics the affinity between the subunits is low due to the poor electrostatic attraction between the electron rich π surfaces. Strategies that utilize metal–ligand interactions, recognition of polymer strands, electrostatic complimentarity between π faces, and hydrogen bonds have yielded columnar assemblies that are held together more strongly.

This Minireview details the assembly characteristics of a new class of columnar materials that are held together with hydrogen bonds. The core is a hexasubstituted aromatic (1 and 2 in Figure 1) consisting of three amides in the 1,3,5-positions that are flanked by substituents other than hydrogen

![Figure 1. Crowded aromatics and their energy-minimized molecular models. Side chains and hydrogen atoms have been removed to clarify the view.](image)
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at each of the remaining positions. There are four sections below detailing the self-assembly characteristics of 1 and 2: 1) The general design and synthesis of this new class of mesogens. 2) The synthesis of small but informationally rich, chiral subunits that stack to form helical rods. The assembly of these rods can be directed by electric fields. In concentrated solutions, a superhelix is formed that reflects circularly polarized light at visible wavelengths. 3) Monitoring the assembly of these mesogens in monolayer films has yielded films with two orientations controlled by the substituents in the side chain. In one surface conformation a two-dimensional sheet results that is macroscopically polar. In the other orientation on the surface, one-dimensional π stacks result that are only a few molecules wide but microns in length. 4) Differentiation of the substituents on each of the amides creates a new class of monodisperse, step-growth oligomers from these highly functionalized mesogens. When appropriate linkers are incorporated into these oligomers, they fold into defined secondary superstructures.

2. General Design, Synthesis, and Bulk Assembly

The design of the molecules in Figure 1 was based on the large number of examples of benzene and cyclohexyl rings that are cofacially stacked with the aid of hydrogen bonds.[10] Particularly salient are the crystal structures of benzene[10d,f] and cyclohexane[10d,e] that are substituted at their 1,3,5-positions with amides. These structures and similar ones inferred from columnar liquid crystals studied by the groups of Matsunaga[10a] and Meijer[10b] reveal a one-dimensional stacked structure held together by amide hydrogen bonds. For the molecules in Figure 1, the design principle explored was how to use the flanking alkoxy groups for 1 and alkynyl substituents for 2 to force the amides out of the plane of the central aromatic ring and into a conformation that is predisposed to form three intermolecular hydrogen bonds. Shown in Figure 1 are the energy-minimized dimeric models for both 1 and 2.[11a,b,e] From models, the size of the flanking substituent determines the angle of twist for the amide out of the central ring plane and consequently modulates the distance between adjacent benzene rings. The center-to-center distance between the benzene rings is about 3.8 Å for 1 and about 3.6 Å for 2, thus reflecting the relative sizes of the alkoxy and the alkynyl substituents. A second interesting feature of the models in Figure 1 is that each of the subunits has a permanent dipole moment, whose direction is perpendicular to the ring plane. Therefore, as the molecules stack, the dipoles could sum to yield columns that have a macroscopic dipole moment, similar to the moment that is seen for some metallomesogens and conical liquid crystals.[12] In principle, these polar columns could be useful not only in understanding how polar properties emerge on the nanoscale but also for creating small-scale piezoelectric, pyroelectric, and ferroelectric objects.

2.1. Synthesis

Because 1 and 2 were unknown before the studies below were initiated, a versatile synthesis was required to provide a large number of derivatives to understand the structure–property relationships. Moreover, the highly substituted nature of these aromatics provides a test bed for developing new synthetic methodology. For 1, the key to their synthesis was a triple lithium–halogen exchange with 3 to produce the trilithio derivative 4 (see Scheme 1). Quenching 4 with carbon dioxide or its synthetic equivalent provides these substituted trimesic acid derivatives.[11a] For the alkynyl substituted derivatives (2), the key step was a Farina-modified, Stille coupling of an alkynyl stannane with a 1,3,5-tribromo triester of benzene.[11c] For both series, multiple grams of a versatile trisacid chloride can be synthesized. These acid chlorides can then be treated with a variety of readily available amines to yield the trisamides shown in Figure 1.

2.2. Assembly in Bulk

Of the two series, 1 is the more heavily studied. Their assembly in bulk is deduced from a confluence of experiments that include synchrotron X-ray diffraction, polarized-light microscopy, infrared spectroscopy, and differential scanning calorimetry.[11a,b] The essential conclusion from these experiments is that the assembly process is dominated by the size and polarity of the amide side chains. For example, when the
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amide substituents are relatively small such as the phenethyl substituents of \(1a\), the material assembles into extremely regular cylinders that are hexagonally packed into millimeter-scale domains. When the phenethyl side chain is exchanged for CH₂COOBu \((1b; \text{Figure 1})\), the material is no longer able to stack into perfect cylinders and compensates by positioning the subunits either canted or offset. These misalignments produce a distorted hexagonal lattice for \(1b\). Further magnifying this trend, when the amide substituent is now changed CH(CH₃)COOBu (now made even bulkier!), there is no discernable mesomorphism in bulk samples.

Although there are less data, it appears that the subunits on the side chains of \(2\) have less influence on the mesomorphism.\(^{[11c]}\) Each of the derivatives shown in Figure \(1\) \((2a–c)\), as well as others, displays a hexagonal arrangement of cylinders. This difference in stacking propensity between \(1\) and \(2\) is likely to be the result of the gearlike arrangement of side chains in \(1\) that is lacking in \(2\) due to the linearity of the alkylnyl substituent.

3. Transfer of Chiral Information

Chiral centers incorporated into the amide side chains have tremendous influence on the mesomorphism observed for derivatives of \(1.\)\(^{[11b]}\) Shown in Figure 2a is the polarized light micrograph from \(1c\) that is optically pure and in racemate are the same as those from \(1a\), a compound that lacks the angular methyl group. The role of these remote chiral centers in directing the assembly is extremely subtle as the clearing temperatures, lattice spacings, IR stretches, and enthalpies of transition are all very similar for either \((-)1c\) or \((\pm)1c\). In models of \(1c\) the methyl and the phenyl substituents are able to make positive contacts only when the material is racemic. This could provide the chiral information transfer between the subunits of the stacks.

3.1. Electrostatic Self-Assembly

The presence of this liquid-crystalline phase in optically active \((-)1c\) allows for the testing of whether the columnar assembly can be directed by the application of electric fields.\(^{[11b]}\) The micrographs in Figure 2b and 2c were recorded as \((-)1c\) was cooled from its isotropic liquid into its mesophase while sandwiched between ITO coated glass plates separated by 5 \(\mu\)m. When no electric field is applied, the material is brightly birefringent with the columnar axes parallel to the surface (Figure 2b). When an electric field is applied, the material becomes optically isotropic, and only when the polarizer is removed can the micron-size polygons, shown in Figure 2c, be visualized. The corners on these polygons have perfect 120° angles indicative of the hexagonal symmetry of the underlying lattice. The racemic materials show no such effect, as spherical domains, like those in Figure 2d, result with or without an electric field. The implication is that for the optically active material, electric fields are able to direct the assembly of the columns and their dipoles. Typically the growth of discotic mesophases is more easily affected with magnetic fields\(^{[13]}\) rather than electric fields, because of the magnetic anisotropy of the standard aromatic cores. For these crowded mesogens, electric fields are efficacious due to the head-to-tail hydrogen bonds in these mesogens endowing the columns with polarity. Although the trisamides of Meijer and co-workers have been shown to switch in electric fields, they do so only when diluted with solvent.\(^{[14]}\) Presumably, these diluted mesogens are in a lyotropic nematic phase and switch because of a dielectric response. The difference in the mechanism for these lyotropics and the one operating for optically active \(1c\) may be related to the interplay between chirality and polar properties that can only emerge in the neat material. This notion is magnified by results on the trisalkynes that show switching half-times in the order of microseconds and signatures of polar ordered materials when they are prepared optically active.\(^{[11d]}\)

3.2. Helices and Superhelices in Solution

Molecular models such as the one shown in Figure 3a reveal that as the molecules stack, three helices of hydrogen bonds emerge around the exterior of the columns,\(^{[13]a}\) similar to that seen for the unsubstituted 1,3,5-triamides of benzene.\(^{[10c]}\) Because the amide rotation is less than 90° out of the plane of the benzene ring, the molecules are only
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complementary with all amides in the same rotational phase. The contact between the six substituents on the benzene ring means that it is possible to bias the gearing of the substituents in one direction or the other, which could be controlled by the chirality in the side chain. Also, the chiral centers in $\text{Ic}$ can influence the winding of these helices. The difference in packing of helices derived from either the racemic or optically active molecules could provide a mechanism for the two materials to behave so differently.\textsuperscript{[15]}

Experimental evidence for helicity in columns from $\text{Ic}$ is shown in the CD spectra in Figure 3b. In solvents that cannot effectively compete for the hydrogen bonds, the molecules aggregate, and the amide side chain chromophores in adjacent molecules come close enough to be excitonically coupled, displaying a Cotton effect as in Figure 3b. Similar effects have been seen for other columnar systems with chiral centers in the side chains.\textsuperscript{[16]} In more competitive solvents, the split CD disappears because the hydrogen bonded assembly is broken, and the chromophores are now isolated from each other. The CD of the isolated molecules reflects its intrinsic chirality but lacks the splitting due to excitonic coupling.

In concentrated hydrocarbon solutions, derivatives of $\text{I}$ and $\text{II}$ display a wide range of lyotropic mesomorphism.\textsuperscript{[17]} When $\text{Ib}$, which displays a nematic texture on its own in dodecane solvents, is mixed with $(-)-\text{Ic}$, the solutions reflect circularly polarized light in visible wavelengths. This behavior is diagnostic of a well-known assembly motif in helically wound polymers to form what is termed a cholesteric liquid-crystalline phase.\textsuperscript{[17–20]} In this mesophase the helices pack next to one another with defined twist angles as shown in Figure 4c.

The wavelength that cholesterics reflect circularly polarized light is a useful property for a diversity of applications ranging from temperature sensing\textsuperscript{[21]} to lasing.\textsuperscript{[22]} For the $\text{Ia/(-)-Ic}$ mixture this wavelength can be easily tuned by the ratio of the components, temperature, and amount of solvent. For the composition that is shown in the micrographs obtained with polarized light in Figure 4a and b, the wavelength of reflected circularly polarized light is in the visible region of the spectrum, which expands from green at 40°C to red at 60°C. Although ubiquitous in rodlike helical polymers,\textsuperscript{[16–20]} this type of liquid crystalline phase is not observed in classic discotics and other self-assembled columnar structures.\textsuperscript{[19–21]} Presumably, the hydrogen bonds provide a higher association in the stacking direction and thereby form a sizable column in solution while the chiral side chains provide the helicity. In essence, the aggregates in solution act as noncovalent polymers.\textsuperscript{[24]}

4. Organization in Monolayer Films

4.1. Polar monolayers

One feature of the assembly of derivatives of $\text{I}$ and $\text{II}$ that is potentially useful has to do with their polar properties and how they develop on the nanoscale. To investigate the assembly and polarity of $\text{I}$ and $\text{II}$ on these length scales, conditions were found to produce films that have less than a monolayer of coverage on highly ordered pyrolytic graphite substrates through spin casting.\textsuperscript{[18]} The topography and polarity of these films can be measured simultaneously by using atomic force microscopy (AFM) and electrostatic force microscopy (EFM).\textsuperscript{[25]} For $\text{Ib}$, the height of the overlayer shown in Figure 5a is about 0.5 nm, thus indicating that the aromatic rings are parallel to the surface. The important finding shown in Figure 5a and b is that the AFM and EFM images look essentially the same, which implies that the film has a universal net negative charge. The EFM signal is a convolution of the molecular charge due in large part to charge transfer from the substrate and/or a perpendicular, permanent dipole moment. Because of the partial positive charge on the amide proton coupled with its out-of-plane conformation, an N–H/π interaction with the graphite substrate as shown in Figure 5c could result.\textsuperscript{[26]} Effectively, the surface could serve to orient the amide substituents and thereby direct the molecular dipoles.\textsuperscript{[27]} Electron transfer from the graphite to the monolayer could also be a contributor to the EFM signal.
4.2. Isolated Stacks

Remarkably, the opposite surface orientation, in which the columns align parallel to the surface (Figure 6d), is adopted for all other derivatives shown in Figure 1 (1a, 1c, and 2a-c) and others tested that form hexagonal arrangements in bulk. The dominant feature in the AFM micrographs (Figure 6) is the large number of molecular-scale, fibrous regions. Each of the striations within a fiber is about 2 nm in diameter (Figure 6b) and the height of these features is 1.80 ± 0.22 nm (Figure 6c). These values correlate well with the 1.8 nm column spacing measured from bulk synchrotron X-ray diffraction.[11a,b] EFM analysis of these stacks reveals that they have essentially no measurable dipole or charge, which is consistent with the dipole moment of the column being parallel to the surface (Figure 6d).

There are few examples of similar molecular-scale fibers from columnar mesophases.[28] Possibly, one-dimensional structures do not form for typical discotic mesogens because the relatively weak π-stacking forces that hold the column together are nearly equaled in energy by the numerous van der Waals contacts between alkyl side chains giving rise to two-dimensional sheets.[29] For the derivatives in Figure 1, the self-association in the stacking direction due to the hydrogen bonds now outweighs these van der Waals contacts between columns, and individual stacks can be isolated. Ongoing experiments involve the use of scanning tunneling microscopy to determine the local structure in these strands.

It is important to note that the propensity to stack the aromatic cores face-on as for 1b and edge-on as for 1c elucidated from the AFM/EFM studies above mirrors the same propensity for assembly in bulk: 1b has a homeotropic alignment while 1c has a planar arrangement of columns.[11a,b] What is the origin of the difference in orientation between 1b and 1c in monolayer films and in bulk? One possible explanation has to do with the difference in association between 1b and 1c. 1c readily self-assembles to form strands that orient their long axes parallel to the substrate. The stacking of 1b is now weakened owing to the sterically demanding side chains, and the interaction with the surface dominates, giving rise to the face-on conformation at the interface. Possibly this monolayer forms also in bulk samples of 1b and serves as a surface template to direct the assembly of subsequently stacked mesogens.

5. Folded Oligomers

One unique feature of these crowded aromatics is their highly substituted core that contains two different types of side chains. If each of the amides could be differentially substituted, then subunits could be linked together to form monodisperse step-growth oligomers.[11d] Because of the helicity of the amide hydrogen bonds in these stacks shown in Figure 3a, oligomers could have a defined secondary structure similar to that of α-helically wound peptides, thus
forming a new class of foldamers shown in Figure 7b.\textsuperscript{[30]} The initial objective was to develop a synthetic methodology that would allow each of the amides to be individually substituted and to see what types of linkers produced folded conformations as shown in Figure 7a.

A high yielding and large-scale synthesis of derivatives of 1, in which each of the amides can be individually addressed (Scheme 2), was recently completed and has allowed the synthesis of not only dimers but also oligomers of defined length such as in Figure 7b.\textsuperscript{[11d]} The key to the synthesis was the finding that the tetrasubstituted aromatic 11 could be chloromethylated to install the final two carbon atoms on the hexasubstituted core of 12. Through a multistep sequence of hydrolysis, oxidation, and coupling, symmetrical dimers (16, 17, and 18 in Figure 8) and trimers can be synthesized from 12. After the conversion of 12 to its diacetoxy derivative, one of the acetates could be saponified to yield the fully differentiated monomer 13. This monomer could be used to synthesize unsymmetrical dimers, trimers, and higher oligomers.

5.1. Folding in Dimers

Crucial to observing folding of these oligomers in solution was the employment of C-shaped linkers such as the catechol-based linkers or the 1,8-naphthyl-based linkers shown in Scheme 2b.\textsuperscript{[11d]} This new folding motif is so robust that even dimers have secondary structure in solution. A signature of the folded conformation in dimers is the about 1 ppm downfield shifts in the amide N–H 1H NMR resonances. Unsymmetrical dimers have numerous through-space NOE couplings indicative of the folded conformation in Figure 7a. Linear aromatic and alkyl linkers do not exhibit such self-folding properties, thus showing the importance of preorganizing the system for intramolecular contacts. In addition to the linker, the side chains in these oligomers are also critical for the secondary structure to emerge in solution. As with the monomers shown in Figure 1, the phenethyl side chains and the substituted phenethyl side chains proved useful in allowing the subunits to fold. The tert-butyl amide side chains can be incorporated into the terminal subunit and block head-to-tail aggregation of these oligomers above millimolar concentrations.

5.2. Folding in Higher Oligomers

By using the highly solubilizing tris(dodecyloxy)phenethyl (TDP) side chains with the tert-butyl side chains in the terminal subunit has allowed higher oligomers to be synthesized. Shown in Figure 9 is the structure, 1H NMR spectrum, and through space NOE couplings observed in a CD$_2$Cl$_2$ solution. The oligomer adopts a well-defined columnar structure. More recently, hexamers have been synthesized and their phase behavior and assembly in thin films is being studied. Due to the highly substituted nature of these columns it should be possible to write chemical information into these
6. Summary and Outlook

This Minireview details the design, synthesis, and self-assembly of a new class of molecules that form columnar superstructures. The structures of 1 and 2 are unique synthetic targets owing to the highly substituted central benzene ring. The assembly of these subunits produces helical and polar stacks whose assembly can be directed with electric fields. These helical rods also exhibit cholesteric mesophases in concentrated solutions, a unique mesomorphism for self-assembled columnar mesogens. Spin casting of films of 1b produces polar monolayers that can be visualized with AFM and EFM. The understanding of how the polarity in this initial layer is transferred to subsequently stacked molecules is a necessary goal to rationalize how to create spontaneously polar materials. Monolayers of 1e form isolated stacks that are microns in length but only a few molecules wide. Measurement of electrical and polar properties on these strands is an ongoing challenge for this new class of nanoscale materials. Also detailed above are methods to link these mesogens together to produce monodisperse oligomers of 1 that fold into defined secondary conformations. Ongoing experiments are aimed at investigating the self-assembly of these oligomers into higher-order aggregates.
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